
Q: What is VMware Cloud on AWS?

A: VMware Cloud™ on AWS® is a market-leading virtualization platform that allows customers to run, manage and secure 

production applications in a seamlessly integrated hybrid IT environment. By integrating public cloud with existing  

on-premises infrastructures, VMware Cloud on AWS allows enterprises to benefit from on-demand capacity, flexibility and 

large-scale workload portability based on a pay-as-you-go consumption model. You can find more details here. 

Q: Why would my customers want VMware Cloud on AWS?

A: VMware Cloud on AWS offers many benefits, including:

 • Secure, seamless integration of public cloud with existing on-premises infrastructure

 • A pay-as-you-go, pay-as-you-grow consumption model to maximize IT infrastructure investments

 • Access to familiar skills, tools and processes for managing both private and public cloud environments

 • The ability to respond quickly to changing business demands and priorities with the support of VMware® SDDC and the 

elastic infrastructure and breadth and depth of AWS services

 • Seamless movement of workloads bi-directionally between vSphere-based private and public clouds

 • Extension of established on-premises security, governance and operational policies to AWS cloud scale and security

Q: Why would we want to sell VMware Cloud on AWS?

A: According to an IDC Whitepaper that explores the business value for VMware Cloud on AWS, VMware partners offering 

VMware Cloud on AWS to their customers get the oppurtunity to develop new revenue streams while offering customers 

“a unique and compelling value proposition among cloud-based solutions.” In fact, IDC projects that the worldwide total 

partner-addressable market (TAM) for VMware Cloud on AWS will see a 94% CAGR in the next five years to a TAM of more 

than $3.1 billion per year. VMware partners also reported that 50% of projected revenue was derived from incremental, 

value-added managed and professional services — such as those offered with VMware solutions. 

Among many other benefits, selling VMware Cloud on AWS allows you to offer customers a seamless transition to cloud for 

VMware, multiple compliance certifications, managed and application services, and data sovereignty, while avoiding the risks 

and uncertainties of the public cloud.

Get answers to your top questions so you can confidently  
expand your services revenue.
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https://www.insight.com/content/dam/insight-web/en_US/solutions/service-provider/microsite/assets/VMware/VMW-Cloud-on-AWS/How-to-Sell/VMware Cloud on AWS Solution Biref.pdf
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https://www.insight.com/en_US/content-and-resources/brands/vmware/vmware-cloud-on-aws-program-handbook.html


Q: How will Insight help me be successful?

A: Insight’s VMware® Service Provider Support program assists VMware partners with reporting, ensuring compliance, updates 

and answering program questions. We also offer business development and sales enablement support, as well as monthly 

technical workshops. Our 40+ VMware certified consultants and architects have serviced more than 500 VMware clients.

Q: Is there a partner cost associated with this program?

A: If you are in the VMware Cloud Provider Program (VCPP), there’s no cost or monthly commit requirement.

Q: Wait, what is the VCPP?

A: The VCPP is a program for VMware partners who offer hosted services to their customers. VCPP enables you to grow your 

public cloud services by providing an OpEx strategy for investing in VMware infrastructure on a pay-as-you-go,  

pay-as-you-consume model. By offering VMware-based cloud services, you’re positioned to deliver enterprise-class security 

and infrastructure compatibility based on the same technology as your customers’ internal IT infrastructure. For an 

overview of program requirements and benefits, check out this datasheet.

Q: Are there any pre-requisite trainings?

A: Yes, but we make it as quick and easy as possible — so you can get on your way to selling, fast. To sell VMware Cloud™ on 

AWS®, you need to complete 2 (free) VTSP and 2 (free) VSP trainings, plus one fee-based Technical Post Sales Accreditation. 

See the Product Handbook, page 13.

Q: What are the discount tiers?

A: Discount tiers are based on your VCPP commit level. See the Product Handbook, page 15, or your Insight Sales Agreement.

Q: Am I able to compete with AWS direct on pricing?

A: Yes. There’s an agreement in place with AWS and VMware that ensures your partner discounting remains competitive 

against AWS direct.

Q: Is there a proof of concept or demo available to partners?

A: Yes! You can sign up for a free VMware Cloud on AWS Hands-on Lab, a low-cost ($7/hour) 1-Node On-Demand SDDC 

service for a 30-day or more trial, and/or a 4-Node On-Demand SDDC for demo purposes (not for resale) at 30% off the list 

price. For more details, see the Product Handbook, page 14.
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https://www.insight.com/en_US/content-and-resources/brands/vmware/vmware-cloud-provider-program-guide.html
https://www.insight.com/en_US/content-and-resources/brands/vmware/vmware-cloud-on-aws-program-handbook.html
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https://www.vmware.com/try-vmware/vmc-aws-hol-labs.html
https://www.insight.com/en_US/content-and-resources/brands/vmware/vmware-cloud-on-aws-program-handbook.html

